**About Us**

**Fardis** is a luxury interiors brand, specialising in wallpapers and fabrics for residential settings, boutiques and much more.

We have a long history of designing, manufacturing and delivering high quality interior solutions, with a reputation in the industry spanning over four decades.

Fardis continues to work with a global team of designers to create stunning interior surfaces, inspired by a myriad of cultural trends.

Our wallpapers are designed and developed at our very own facilities, based in both Kent and Belgium. We specialise in producing a wide range of inspiring designs using a diverse array of equipment, and an impressive digital production department.
Paradise Collection is an exquisite design series, with an elegant take on island-inspired design trend.

Graceful, flying birds are nestled within the vivid foliage of the Carmen, Eterno and Lucia wallcoverings. A similarly ‘craggy’ coastal palette inspires our Laguna and Kabru designs. Rich accent colours from Tropical Turquoise to Emerald Green, and the brighter tones of Fiery Orange and Fuchsia Pink create lifelike colour stories – adding an ethereal element of surprise to any interior scheme.

More designs and colours available at www.fardis.com/wallpapers
Traditional Textile Wallpapers with thousands of magnificent designs and colourways to choose from, Fardis’ collections are an eclectic mix of modern classics, opulent silks, intricate florals and avant-garde geometrics.

More designs and colours available at www.fardis.com/wallpapers
Découpage is graciously hand painted in Scotland using only the highest quality, environment-friendly water based paints and varnishes. With pearlescent finishes and unforgettable organic motifs, our range is as vibrant as the Scottish landscape from where it was inspired.

More designs and colours available at www.fardis.com/wallpapers
For elegant yet distinctive decorative solutions, look no further than Fardis for interior inspiration. Our uniquely extensive range of elegant and sophisticated collections – thousands of designs to choose from – can transform any design idea into a stunning reality.

More designs and colours available at www.fardis.com/wallpapers
**Luna Collection** brings a sleek touch of modernity to any interior scheme. Made using tinted pearl or metallic grounds, the Luna range is characterised by the patterns of clear acrylic beads embellishing its ultramodern surfaces.

Adorned with intricate patterns of acrylic beads, the avant-garde Galaxy Stripe and Cassini wallcoverings are a perfect way to add a resplendent depth to any modern interior scheme. From Lyra to Nebula and Vega, Luna’s brilliant geometrics are similarly adorned for stunningly sleek yet luxuriously iridescent finishes.

A dazzling palette from Rose Quartz to Burnished Brown and Glittering Gold, plus softer silvery tones, characterises the Luna range, bringing a trendy and visually stunning air to any design idea.

More designs and colours available at [www.fardis.com/wallpapers](http://www.fardis.com/wallpapers)
Natralle Collection. Inspired by brigg stones found on the skerries beaches of the Scottish Islands, the hand painted Natralle derives from the islands’ natural landscape. The soft surfaces and muted palette further reflect how local brigg stone gently gives way to its exposed pearlescent mineral core.
At Fardis we offer bespoke solutions to suit your needs. Tell us your ideas and we can bring them to life.

Design your own or choose from our extensive Wallmotion library; an array of digitally printed wallcoverings available in custom colours and adaptable to your design needs.

Our highly skilled designers, and creative digital print professionals work with you every step of the way to ensure that you are delighted with the results. Take a look at our digital Wallmotion design library at www.muraspec.com/en-GB/WallMotion
At Fardis, we understand the importance of functional, high quality and durable fabrics. Our collection is just that, whilst also being on trend at affordable prices. From linen to velvets plus lovely blends of silks, cottons andnylons, our distinguished range is fashioned from a wide array of fabrics.

More designs and colours available at www.fardis.com/fabrics
WHY FARDIS?

- Products that are designed and manufactured in-house, at our UK and Belgium based facilities
- A state-of-the-art digital production facility for bespoke solutions
- Short lead times
- An international presence
- Dedicated account managers
- 24-hour delivery services
- In-house technical advisors
- Environmental accreditations
- And much much more!

Wallpaper and fabric samples can be ordered from www.fardis.com or you can call our customer services department on 0333 240 9045